Personalized jewelry pieces start here:
DIY bracelets, earrings and more made
just for you.
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The Wish List

When it comes to what
you love most, we think it’s
best kept close. That’s why
we adore this deerskinlace-wrapped wrist of
sentiments—think words,
phrases or names. Patinapainted letters glued to
stamping blanks become
moments worth cherishing.

Get the look!

To recreate this DIY charm
bracelet, gather a collection of
inclusions—we used flowers,
owls and silhouettes—and
glue to brass stamping blanks,
attaching to your chain with
jump rings. Add the finishing
touch with glass beads
suspended on headpins.
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Word Play

Easy to put on but much
harder to take off, our
jewelry selection is your
one-stop shop to express
your passion your way.

Hide and Chic

Our locket-and-bezel combo has
one thing—actually, make that
two things—in common: classic
vintage charm and ribbon.

Drama Queen

This metal cuff - wrapped in leather
cord and dressed with metal gears
and butterflies - adds style to every
minute of your day.
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Nature’s Jewels
Gift a heartwarming message
to someone you love with
this handcrafted, resincasted pendant.
Supplies: wooden bezel, alpha
stamps, rectangle blanks, opal
charm, resin, star confetti

Dangle Darlings

There’s no right and wrong here, just
similar looks with unique flair. We filled
the circle bezels with glitter and resin
on both pairs.
Left:
leather blanks, lock-and-key dangles
Right:
metal blanks, filigree connectors

Around

the Block

Hands down, our
ceramic block beads
steal the spotlight. We
spray-painted them blue,
but they come white and
ready to be embellished.
With the right color
choice and the perfect
add-ons, you’ll be the
most spirited fan or
charity supporter in the
whole neighborhood.
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